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Canoneers. Hop At One Of City's Largest Formal Balls
Philopedian Society Enters Four National Tournaments
Denver, Montreal, Netv
Orleans To Be J'lsited

Mardi Gras Weekend Bodes
.Fun, Surprises For Students

By Conrad Donakou;aki
With a semester's preparation and trial behind them,
the Philops are ready to
On March l, the Xavier student Mardi Gras weekend will
ta<;kle the rigorous part ~f open with the annual dance at Castle Farm. Dancing will be
their schedule. Throughout from 9:00 p.m. till 1:00 a.m.
the country, the first few months
This year; the dance music will be provided by the Sammy
of each school year are spent
Kaye
orchestra, now under the direction of Ernie Rudy. This
by· debaters in familiarizing
themselves with the topicgathering material, experimenting with .cases, and engaging in
intramural debates.
Another important task is that
of developing new talent. Freshmen and underclassmen must be
encouraged and aided so that
they can take their place in the
debating schedule.

popular "orchestra has in its
number most of the former
Sammy Kaye bandsmen. Featured are the Three Merrymen
and the Rudy Choir.
Erni~ Orchestra has appeared in many of the top show
places and also has mede appearences on the "Jackie Gleason Show."
The Rudy crew can play just
about anything from the current hit parade favorites to the
tunes that were favorites at the
turn of the century. Music in
any mood and in a rare and
great style is the theme.
On Saturday evening, March
. 2, following the basketball game
between Xavier and Miami, the
Mardi Gras Carnival will take
place. There will be booths,
refreshments, dancing, and other
attractions. This dance will feature Joe McCarthy and his
"Encores." Both the dance and
the carnival will run till 1: 00
a.m.
Sometime during the evening,
the Student Mardi Gras raffle
will be held. Student · prizes
·promise to be best ever. For
each Mardi Gras chance book
a student sells, he will receive a
chance on the student raffle as
well as a one-dollar reductfon
on the ticket ($4.00) for the
dance on Friday night.

During the. past week, each
student was to receive two raffle
books, each containing 25 chances
on a 1957 Mercury Montclair
Phaeton four-door hardtop, fully
equipped.
Student s a 1 es have many
advantages·: the student is able
to heip himself by saving money:
he helps the university, since
the raffle is for its benefit and
for the student's; he can help
his club or organization, since
for each book sold the campus
organization specified on. the
back of the book will receive a
direct cash credit of 50 cents to

18th Amuial Militc1ry B"ll Begins Toniglit At Nine;
Clyde T1·"sl~, Don· L"cl'ey Provide Musical Menu
By Wayne Felar
Xavier cadets, with brass shined and uniforms freshly
cleaned and pressed, are looking forward today to a pleasant
evening of dancing and ceremony in the military tradition.
The occasion: the 18th annual Military Ball. The place: the
Netherland-Hilton's two spacious ballrooms, the Pavillon
,..... · ...........,.,.., ..
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$1.00.

The ten days between offer a
good opportunity for chance
book sales. .
"We are out to make this the
best weekend at Xavier, and we
are going to need you1· help,"
publicity chairman Frank Maher
stated, addressing his rem.arks
to the student body. "The more
books you sell the better. are
your chances to win one of the
student prizes," he added.
All raffle books, sold or unsold,
must ba returned to Student
Activities Headquarters in North
Hall by 6: 00 p.m. Saturday,
March 2.
The Student Activities Center
(Continued on Page '7)

· 1''enr aauu Hamel
Now that all this is past, the
debaters are starting to come
thick and fast; Three major
.trips are planned for this semester. On Wednesday, Feb. 6,
Wayne Fehr and Dan Brislane
will travel to Denver, Colorado
for the Rocky Mountain Debate
Tournament. This has a reputation for ·being one of the best in
the West.
The Philops go international
later in the same month when
debaters Rich Dugan and Frank
Hamel represent them in the
McGill University Tournament at
Montreal, P.Q. These debates.
are held in conjunction with the
world-famous winter carnival in
that city. The topic at McGill
will not be the U. S. national
. topic (resolved that the U.S.
Xavier University, in cooperation'with the University of
should stop economic aid to Cincinnati, and the Cincinnati Council on World Affairs, is
foreign countries), but whether 'sponsoring the institute on "The United States' Stake in the
or not subsidy to college athletics Middle East." William Rountree, Assistant Secretary of State
is desirable.
for~Near Eastern, South Asian, a.nd African Affairs, will be
The third long trip will be
the
principal speaker at the lunchsouth to Tulane. Dick Mennen
and Jim Wiggs will be in New eon meeting Saturday, Jan. 25.
Orleans for the Mardi Gras; The Institute will last two days,
they will debate in Tulane's beginning with dinnei· Friday at
tournament which is renowned 6:30 p.m.
Three Xavier professors, Dr.
as the best in the South.
E~ward
J. Goodman, Dr. RayBesides these three extended
trips, the Philops have debates mond F. McCoy, and Dr. Frank
or tournaments scheduled at the A. Peters, met with three profesrate of b,J?tter than one per sors from the University of Cincinnati, Mr. William H. Hessler,
week.
·
Imporant not only for the . foreign editor of the Cincinnati
school's debaters but for all who Enquirer, and Mr. Irving Becker
like to speak or listen are three of the Cincinnati Council on
annual Xavier events. First, World Affairs to plan the format,
The Xavier Public Relations
the Washington Oratorical Contest is presently scheduled for office is assisting. the other sponFriday, Feb. 22. All , Liberal sors in publicizing the Institute,
Arts College students are invited and .urges all students to attend
the two-day institute, or at least
William M. Rountree
to participate.
government at Columbia UniverThe Philops will select seven one of the discussions.
There are three panel discus- sity; and Dr. Paul Hanna, Uniof their number for the second
event, the Verkamp Debate, sions. "The United Nations and versity of Florida historian.
Participating in the panel ...Imwhich will be held near the end the Struggle for Power ·in the
of March.
Middle· East" is the first topic pact of Western Technolo~y on
Finally, the Marx Debate which will be discussed by Mr. 1 the Middle East" will be Mr. NorTourney, probably the finest Hessler; Mr. John C. Case, vice- man Burns, director of the Deevent for debaters in the world, president of the Socony-Mobil partment of Near and Far Eastis on Friday and Saturday, Mar. Oil Co., New York; Dr. Jacob c. ern Affairs of the International
(Continued on Pase 8)
12 and 13.
Murowitz, associate professor of

Middle East Institute Scheduled
For T~o Days. Starting Jan. 25

Honorary Col. Rawe

Noted Hungarian
To Aclclress Forum
"Flight from Hungary" will
be discussed by Kornel Huvos,
noted Hungarian journalist
and patriot. Mr. Huvos will
address the International For-

um din'ner meeting, to be held
Jan. 22, 6:30 p.m. at the Mary Lee
Restaurant, Oak st. and Reading
road, and not at Howard Johnson's as was previously announced.
A doctor of law of the Un'iversity of Budapest, Mr. Huvos
also studied at Luzerne, Freiburg,
and Paris. He served as secretary of the general manager of
the largest Hungarian shipbuilding and railway car manu. facturer.
During the revoluticins in
Oct. to Dec., 1956, Mr. Huvos
was elected al me1nber of the
revolutionary council. He es·caped during the fighting in
time to spend Christmas in
Cincinnati. Presently he is a
member of the staff of the Cincinnati Times Star.
Tickets for the dinner are
$2.50 for ~on-members . of the
Forum, and $2.00 for undergraduate students. Reservations
must be mailed at once to Mrs.
Dorothy Flax, 1028 Valley Lane,
Cincinnati 29, by Monday at the
latest.

.- Banqueting

Caprice and the Hall of Mirrors.
The Ball will get under way
at 9: 00 p.m. this, evening, when
arriving cadets and their dates
will be greeted by the traditional
receiving line. This line of official welcomers will include
Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., Lt. Col. and Mrs. Jesse H.
Brown, and other dignitaries.
Two orchestras will provide
the music for the waltzing
cadets. Clyde Trask will play in
the Hall of Mirrors, while Don
Lackey serenades in the Pavillon Caprice. The Hall of Mirrors
will be left completely open for
dancing, except for the VIP
table.
There will be tables in the
Pavillon Caprice and in the
large area between the two ballrooms, as well as on the balcony aoove the Hall of Mirrors.
Provisions are being made for
a crowd of some 2,000 people,
a record number for the Military .
Ball .
After two hours of dancing,
the ceremonies will begin at
11 p.m. All the cadets in the
advanced course will gather at
the front of the hall of mirrors,
near the stage. A corridor will
be formed, opening up the full
length of the floor. Then as the
name of each new member of
the Xavier Order of Military
Merit is read, he will walk up
the corridor and onto the stage
to receive his red fourragere.
When all the new members
have been received into the
X.O.M.M., another traditional
ceremony will take place. The
present members, all seniors,
will be given their brass insignia, including the bars of a
second lieutenant and the dapel
insigna of the field artillery. Lt.
Col. Jesse. H. Brown will make
the presentations.
After these ceremonies, the
Ball will resume until the hour
of 12. This is the traditional
hour at the Military Ball for
installing the new year's Honorary Cadet Colonel.
Again a corridor of people will
be formed in the Hall of Mirrors. Members of the X.O.M.M. ·
will form an archway of sabers,
through which will come last
year's Honorary Cadet Colonel
Miss Dottie Lohr, followed by
this year's Colonel, Miss Mary
(Continued on page 3)

Last Wednesday, the Xavier
Rifle Club held its semi-annual
banquet. During the evening,
aw~rds were presented to several
Class Rings
of the members, 18 receiving
the expert award, 1'7 the sharpJunior class rings will be disshooter award, and 6 the mark- tributed in South Hall on Tues·
manship award. Fifteen silver day, Jan. 22, and on Thursday,
rifles also were awarded.
Jan. 24.
· New members were installed,
"The Ring Committee wishes
receiving the gold fourragere · to thank those who have waited
from Lt. Col. Jesse H. Brown, patiently for their rings, and
PMS&T at Xavier. The ceremon- feels confident that the rinr wlll
ies were followed by an infor- be worth its wait," junior class
president Bill Sena stated.
mal gathering.
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To Change, Or Not To. Change

1~

ls N otlii,ig Sacred?

ppearing in this week's issue of The News is an article conA
cerning the question of the senior class gift. The article
includes the text of a petition being circulated by several
seniors seeking to have the remembrance of the Class of 1957
changed from an identification marker to a high-fi set for the
Fine Arts Room.
·
Dutiful readers of The News will recall that, in the second
issue of the current semester, under a head entitled "Friendly
Evasion," portions of an· editorial of last year were reprinted.
Much criticism was heard at the time concerning the m~thod
of choice of the gift and of t})e gift itself, prompting the republication.
Reflection on recent events concerning the petitio'n has
revived this criticism. But before rushing into a swift condemnation of the old choice and an all-out endorsement of the
new, seniors must, in an effort to make a wise choice, weigh
all the possibilities which are present.
Is this the only alternative? Is it the best alternative? If
so, how will its use be supervised? Will such a gift be appreciated in future years? These and many other questions must
be considered before any serious departure should be made.
As for the proposal itself, it is a good one. Its possibjlities
are great. But it is up to the senior class to bring about its
realization. Only by the desire of a majority of that class, can
the gift be changed.
It is not too late to change. But let those who vote for this
change consider all the ramifications and results of such a
move. Let them also consider the hours of work and preparation which already have been spent on the initial project.
The question must be settled, once and for all; murmurs
of dissatisfaction must be silenced. This is the one chance for
final consideration, for the question should not be dragged
out any longer. Let those who privately have been expressing
their dissatisfaction voice it now or .•never. And once the decision is made, let it be final and unanimous.

Why Not?
sec~nd semeste~

Music Stand

DOWN

FRONT

~pproaching,

ith the
fast
the necessit.Y
of purchasing books will agam consume what money is
W
left after a visit to the Bursar's office. And again many of the

By Tom Mc.4.uli/Je

used text books will gather dust in book cases or closets until
they are discarded.
(Ed. Note: Tom McAuliffe is in the hospital recovering
It is unfortunate that Xavier students have no means of
exchanging, buying, or selling used text books. At present from knife wounds and severe beer bottle lacerations received
the sale of "nearly-new" books is limited to individual tran- at a fiiculty tea last weekend. This week's column will be
sactions. The fact that there is no authorized student service written by Mr. Melvin Coznowski. Thank you.)
for the acquiring or disposing of texts results in another
Last Friday afternoon while reading my copy of The News
burden for the financially-beseiged students.
dul'ing corps day I came upon an .
.
The solution might be found in a used book store operated item that seemed especially news- in the world, has heritage, and a
by business administration students. This practice has become worthy for all the cinema fans lot of other things•.It ls because
commonplace in many universities. Besides providing a service on campus. It was modesty eri- of. inconsistencies hke this that
for the student body, the. student operators acquire practical titled "Brilliant Array of Stars my employer, Lonesome Tom, Is
business experience. In any event, some alleviation of text for Pittance:" Unfortunately, so, bitter and so nasty.
book costs is fast becoming a necessity in face of rising book though, this title was a bit mis~11 this doesn't mean that I
·., ·' ,.;; · '. leading. A little bit more accu- think that we should -show nothcosts.
As an alternative, the bookstore could well buy and sell rately stated I think it would ing. but foreign . films or grand
used books to a book concern representative, but only at a have read "Brilliant Pittance of opera (though they would be
fraction of the original cost. Further, this representative is Stars for Array."
nice). There are plenty of first
merely acting as a middle:..man. The loss sustained through
It seems as if the Dorm Coun- rate films available. They may
this dealer's representative is unnecessary. It could be elim- ell catching the eeonomlc spirit be a little bit old; but I would
inated by the bookstore's operation of a used books dept.
of our times times, is out to neece .r~ther have a slightly blurry
1

By Joe McCar11ay
- Let it be said that-the Sym~
phony Concert Saturday evening was a prolific success.
Artur Rubinstein-the iridefatiga:ble Rubinstein-was

programmed in his sixteenth performance on the CSO's sub11crip·
tion series. The fifty years of
Rubinstein on the concert stage
have been the way of a master,
and the audienc"' that attended
this latest engagement filled the
sometimes empty seats of Music
Hall to overflowing.
The Bartok Concerto for Orchestra, written as it was upon
the inspiration of a war-torn
Hungary under the heel of an
oppressor (World War II, Germany),_ was a worthy recognition
of the presenti determination of
· the Hungarian people. Well can
this sonata form of assertion of
life over death, be shown as a
prime example of what the
"Stand" likes to call "historical
music" that, when performed,
gives feeling through a rekin~
ling of the events of man, the
passion of which caused · the
work. Bar:tok, as an exile sick
of heart and body, wrote passionately and extremely. -The
Orchestra performed the passages, holding to the explicit Bar·
tok directions, notably.
The finest presentation of Rach·
maninoff is Artur Rubinstein's.
His quallty Saturday equaled
the best. There ls something mar·
nificent and yet soothing about
this Concerto in C Minor for
Plano and Orchestra. The inter·
pretatlon of the master pianist,
whose contemporaries have not
even yet come abreast of him,
managed to bring out the llwirl·
Ing subject that the broodlaaRusslan wrought so marnlflcent·
ly.

the student body of their parents• vi~w of Spencer Tracy and Kathhard-earned money by the ex- erme Hepburn together, than a
tremely clever ruse of showing a perf.ect picture of Cowboy Copus
movie at South Hall every week- cuttmg John Holthaus off at the
ecently, Senator J. W. Fulbright of Arkansas introduced end for the next couple.of months. pass.
two bills in the Senate which are of vital concern to the After-the showing of the "fllcks," · Oh well, I guess it's too late to
college student.
they Intend to top off the eve- do anything about it now. This
The first bill would allow an additional income exemption nlng's revelry with a combination whole problem, though, strikes
me as a good example of the
for a taxpayer or a spouse, or a dependent child under 23 years beer-coke orgy,
Now I'm not complaining about many contradictions and lnconof age, who. is a full-time college student.
fhe second bill would allow a taxpayer who is a college the prices, the setup, or the pur- slstencles that exist in this school,
student to1 deduct expenses for books, tuition, fees, and other pose of the whole enterprise. The But I guess that's a job for the
Dorm Council is honest enough. politicians.
supplies necessary in the course in which he is enrolled.
See you in jail.
The purpose of the second bill, in the Senator's words, is But for the last year and a half
my
employer,
Lonesome
Tom,
has
"to assist those s\udents who work their own way through
college, and it would apply to both full-time and part-time 'been yelling his obnoxious head
Prediction
students, whether self-supporting or supported by outside off in a vain attempt to get stuTell
me
what are the prevaildents to see· good movies, movies
sources."
that are on a par with the train- ing sentiments ·that occupy the
''These bills," the Senator goes on to say, "are merely ing they have received in class.
minds of your young men, and
another method of providing an avenue for our students toward
And so what does the Dorm I Will tell you what is to be the
t.he goals they seek through adequate educational opportu"'. Council propose to show? "Para- character of the next generanities."
, i trooper," "Fuller Brush Man," tion.-Burke.
In discussing the reasons for his introduction of these and "Go Man Go."
tax-reduction bills, Sen. Fulbright takes notice of the rising
It was boldly hinted in the
cost of a college education. His conclusion after a brief inves- article that if the crowds . were
tigation of the cost bears repetition: "Consequently, there is big enough, the movies would be
no incentive provided in our tax laws for one to pursue an . shown in the armory. My guess
educational goal."
l•eall... 'l'I
is that by the time the last wPek's EDJTO&·IN·CRIEF...........................................................................................................
EDITO& ................................................................................................._.alQ ...... . .
Senator Fulbright has hit upon a sore-spot in our system. presentation is given, "All the MANAGING
BUllNE88 ·MANAGER......................- ........_, _ _,..,,,, .. _
___,. . ·~ . .
A880CIATE EDJT0&8 ........................................1.ha Van" .,•••••Qi, ••,, , .. M.C:utlt .., ,•
And he rightfully draws a broad red line connecting this lack King's Men"-which is a very COLUMNllTl
................................................................Tesa MeA•lltte, '17, lff M.canra/' ..,
..........................,.....wer•• Fehr, •ao. A••r G•11ll••• •11, . . ., 11
of incentive for an educational goal with the mounting short- . good movie ~nd the best of the REl'ORTEas
llm Sanlanrelo, '67, lerry Turner, '1111, Fred Sebllmm •4.,' lo• Weller
•c;e, VlaH
age of trained and skilled scientists. And daily are heard lot, that any one of Brockman
Martin, •eo, Tom MeDoaourh, •eo, Gerry MoH, 'GO Claarie. Wrl1hC :80 Coara•
Donallow1lll, '118
•
•
•
,
warnings that the Russian nation is turning out at a more Hall's broom-closets will be large IPO&T8 EDITOa..................................................~ ....- ..............................................Mel ~
'17
ll'ORT8
WRITERl
................................
Flerlaa
8ellelew1kl
•17
Dea
GI•,._•
'II.
...
rapid rate this much desired commodity of the atomic era.
enough to hold the crowd· they'll
Net'ell., 'Ot, Bob QaHaaa, '19, Tem QHeau, 'IO, Dea' Fe•&ea •a Owtea Ofa•
ferd, •eo, E• Adami, '80, Larrr Brr••· ••
'
•
Perhaps someone at last has hit upon a means of improving get.
ClaCULATJON..................................- ................................ - ......._,,,,......__ ,, ..,lu. le..... '17
I do think It a shame tbat a CARTOONllT8........................................................Jelt• Va• .,...... •n '''" ftlMli . .
the situation of making higher ·education more attractive and
COLLEGE EDITO&............................................................. _~.........~ ........KaUtr aaa"a,la
more desirable. It is perhaps in this manner that we can im· Catholic college .would purposely EVENING
EC REPORTER8 .................................... Naaer Lee Brasel, Cbarl•U• KHrl , ........., ..
prove our educational standards and ourselves in the process. offer Its students a 1roup of rec- '
Naaer Woodall
'
As Sen. Fulbright states, "The United States, if it is to succeed ond rate unanlmated and unln· (ft• ...... ••• .,...... ...,..". .., ....... ,....,. .,..... .......... . .
wrla.n •• •1& ••n-ur u n• aie effl•ld 1
et ... ...,..
in its role of world leadership, must produce citizens who have tentlonal eartoons for entertain- edl&erlal
UalnnltJ' •d•l...&nU.a. M1&&1n er eG ....,.
~
vision, foresight, wisdom, and the knowledge to compete suc- ment, wben all tbe time they're
PAOUL'l'I' •ODSM'IOa.........,,,_,,,.._,..........................................- •.---Jlr, ft_tma: Wlllll
talldnr about the Catbollc'1 role IDftOIUAL
cessfully with world,problems."
ADftlla...1.......................................................................... . ,. . A, C1111ft1i1, Mo
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Service AdVises Early Test Date For Future Med Stlldents
May. Exam Best Date
For Medical School Test
Princeton, N.J.. January 11:
Candidates for admission to
medical school in the fall of
1958 are advised to take the
Medical College Admission

Test in May, it was announced
today by Educational Testuig
Service, which - prepares and
administers the test for the
Association of American Medical
Colleges.
These tests, required of appli- cants by almost every college
throughout the country, will be
given twice during the current
calendar year. Candidates taking the May test, however, will
be able to furnish scores to insti. tutions in early fall, when many
medical colleges begin the selection of their next entering class.
Candidates may t a k e the
MCAT on Saturday, May 11, 1957
or on Tuesday, Oct. 29, 1957,
at administrations to be held at
more than 300 local centers in
all parts of ·the country. The.
Association of American Medical
Colleges recommends that candidates for admission to classes
starting in the fall of 1958 take
the May test.
The ·MCAT consists of tests of
general scholastic ability, a test
on understanding of modern
society, and an achievement test
in science. According to ETS
no special preparation other than
a review of science subjects is
necessary. All questions are of
the .objective type.
Copies of the Bulletin of
Information (with application
form bound in), which gives
details of registration and administration, as well as sample
questions, are available frtm
pre-medical advisers or directly ·
from -Educational Testing Service, 20 Nassau Street, Princeton,
New Jersey, Completed applications must reach the ETS office
by April 27 and October lit,
respectively for the May 11 and
October 29 administrations.

Too Important To Forget-

..---~.J~-....

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.
'

HOMOGENIZED MILK

QUALITY v' CHEKD

(with Vitamin D)

la CREAM

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

Woodburn 1-2474

,.

~

They can't be beat as Healthful Food
and Refreshing Dessert! At your Favorite
Food Store! For Home Delivery call CHerry
1-5880, or ask your French-Bauer driverl
- ~ ~.. I
IETTO DAllY PIODUCTS SINCE

r•-#64~

•

What a MATHEMATICIAN
can do at IBM
Mathematics Is an ancient but ever-advancing science that contains many
forms. It shouldn't surprise you then that it took some time before John
Jackson discovered the one brand of mathematics that seemed customtailored to his ability and temperament. John is an Appllecl Science Representative, working out of the IBM office at 122 East 42nd Street, N. Y. C.

The Student Fine Arts Committee has once again begun an-institution on campus that was
neglected for too long a period.
Due to a lack of somethine or
other, the afternoon recorded concerts .....never emerged, ·1ast year,
from a rather embroyonic condition. A fresh flow of enthusiasm has renewed the presentations this year. The place-the
Dorothy Albers Fine Arts Room
• • • • Wednesday afternoon.

First of all, what's it all about? What
does a fellow like John Jackson do
all day? In his own words, "I keep
in touch with the executives of many
different companies-advising them
on the use of their IBM electr~nic
data processing computers. I personally consult with these customers,
and analyze their scientific an<l, technical problems for solution by IBM.
Occasionally, I'm asked to write
papers, and give talks and demon~
strations on electronic computing.
All in all, it's pretty fascinating ...
something new pops up every day."
In other words, John is a full-fledged
computing expert, a consultant ...
and a very important person in this

The aircraft people decided that they
couldn't afford to wait that long, ·so
they called in IBM. After discussion
with top executives, John helped to
map out a computer program that
saved the or~anizat!?n over 100 days

:lfJ
,fl

coming age of automation through
electronics.
Since the IBM laboratories are
always devising easier and faster ways
to solve the problems of science, government, and industry, an Applied
Science Representative can never say
he's learned his job and that's the
end of it. At least once every two
months, he attends seminars to be
updated on the latest developments in
, engineering and operations research.

of pencil-chewing, nail-biting arithmetic. Later, for this same company,
John organized the establishment of
computer systems for aircraft performance pre~ctions . . • for data
reduction of wind tunnel tests •.. and
for wing stress analysis. At the same
time, he worked with this company's
own employees, training them in the
use of IBM equipment. John still
drops around to see that everything
is running smoothly.
Another service that John performs
is the constant reappraisal of each
customer's IBM operation. Occasion·
ally, a customer may tie himself in
knots ovet a procedural "stickler."
Periodically, in fact, John brings
· . IBM customers together •.. just to
talk over what's happening in each
other's business-how everybody else
handled that old bugaboo in any
· industry ..• details.

Introduces new methods
During the two years that John
has spent with IBM in Applied Science, he has guided innumerable IBM
customers to new and better ways of
doing things electronically. For example: about a year ago, a leading
aircraft manufacturer wanted to experimeat with a radically different
design for a nuclear reactor. Although
the basic format had been established,
the project still required many mon tbs
of toil with mathematical equations.

New fleld for Mathematicians
John is exercising his mathematical
-know-how in a field that was practically unheard of ten years ago. Even
now, this kind of work may be news
to you. It was to John Jaekson a few
years back when he waa an undergraduate at the Unive~ity of Colorado. At that time, he was considering
actuarial work or mathematical research. But John liked the excitement
and diversification of science and industry. and he wanted to Ul8 hia

,n

jl:[l

Ca!llng en • cu1iomt~

Mary A.nn Rawe
To Preside ,A.t Ball ·

-1_

annual

e

,..,

I "ltcoe'8nomoretousethe&eafr'

•

Shades Of
Music Stand

(Continued from Page 1)
Ann Rawe. On the stage in the
Hall of Mirrors, Miss Lohr will
turn over the regiment to Miss
Rawe, who ·will then be officially
installed as Honorary Cadet
Colonel for 1957. .
The new Cadet Colonel, whose
name will be announced at the
insignia of Cadet Colonel on
bill, will pin the three-diamond
Miss Rawe's sh?ulders and then
the heads of the various military
clubs will decorate her with
their fourrageres and· medids.
The four other finalists in the
contest for Honorary Cadet
Colonel will also be present at
the Ball and receive flowers.
After the last ceremony, dancinl will resume until 1:00 a.m.
Then . the eighteenth
Military Ball will enter history,
u one of Xavier's biae1t and
fiDMt Balli.

For Meals at Home • • • '
For Lunches at Work or School •••

DATA PROCIUING •

.

t·Ntl!'.l..
·~·::·N·
.;

~:

'~~

mathematical background in both of
those areas. It.. was not until he was
interviewed by IBM that field computing whetted his scientific appetite.
A few months later, John launched
his own IBM career as an Applied
Science trainee.
Promotionwise, John has come a
long way since that time. He's now
an Applied Science Representative in
one of the busiest, most responsible
offices in the IBM ·organization . . .
mid-to~n Manhattan.
With· his wife, Katherine, and
daughter. Lisa, 20 months, and John,
11·:

f:

Mappl111 out a compuiti prolfClm

IUCTRIC TYPIWRITllllS •

TIMI IQUIPMUIT •

Ml&.ITA•Y PMDUCTI •

~J.

..·.

,.,.;

Dl11u11ln1 • prollltm with collea1u11

Jr., 6 we~ he enjoys his suburban
Port Washington home. He's happy
and he's satisfied. And then, too, John
knows a few vital statistics about
IBM • . • such as the fact that the
Applied Science Division has quadrupled during the past three years,
and that in 1956 alone, over 70 promotions were conferred. If ever a
future held promise, here is one.

•

•

•

IBM hopes that this message will help
to give you some idea of what a mathematician can do at IBM. There are equal
opportunities for E.E.'s, M.E.'s, physicists and Liberal Arts majors in IBM's
many divisions-Research, Product Development, Manufacturing Engineering,
Sales and Technical Services. Why not
drop in and discuss IBM with your Placement Director? He can supply our latest
brochure· and tell you when 'IBM will
next interview on your campus. Meanwhile, IBM will be happy to answer your
questlons.Justwriteto Mr. P. H.Bradley,
IBM, Room 0000, 590"Madison Avenue,

New York 22, N. Y.
INTllNATIONAL
IVllNlll MACHINll
COIPOIATION
ll'ICIAL &NGINU•lllG PRODUCTS • SUPPLIU

,.
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THE BEN cHWARMER F!~o'!~~rwM.?v~a~m{~d~~~e~smStraight
Over Muskies
Boothe Attem t•
To Beco1 e

-----------------·----

by the length of time it took referee Tommy Bell to blast his
whist~e. Ned Wulk, Xavier's affible basketball coach, summed
it up in short order, "It was a gamble and lost." Students
looked on in utter disbelief. With only three seconds remaining

on the clock at Cincinnati Gardens, Viviano had sped down
court, driven down the middle
of the key, flipped in a nifty
lay-up shot, and brought down
· the Muskie rooters by forcing
Arlie Bockhorn of Dayton to
collide with him in the act of
shooting.

Same story, different score. The Muskies beat themselves.
That's about all that can be said about last Sunday's game with
the Flyers of Dayton as the men from the next county ran
their consecutive win streak to nine and 24th of 45 contests.
Changing from a man-to-man defense in the first half to a
tight zone in the se.cond, the Flyers overcame a six-point
Xavier halftime lead and turned it into a two-point Flyer win.
Xavier's inability to cash in_ at the free throw line (27 of 41)
and not knowing what to do against that zone defense spelled
doom for the band of Musketeers. It was this same inability
at the free throw line that knocked them out of the quarterfinals in last year's National Invitational Tourney.
As everybody is aware, the Muskies are going to have
to learn what to do against a zone. Now that Dayton has
shown that the tenth-ranked offensive team can be held to a
meager 22 points in one half by employing the zone, you can
be sure that quite a few other teams will be using this system.
Don't be a bit surprised to see the Louisville Cardinals use it
when we meet them in Louisville next month. The U. of L.
.coach, Peck Hickman, was a spectator at the game, scouting
both the Muskies and the Flyers.

• • •

• • •

Xavier's win over UC caused Dick Dunkel to boost the
Musketeers up to the 13th spot nationally and dropped the
Bearcats from 15th out of the top 50. The Muskies still are not
mentioned in either of news wire polls, but have received
mention in several of the statistics departments such as rebounding, scoring, and individual rebounding.
Rumor around campus has it that the Bearcats would like
nothing better than to get Xavier off its football schedule. It's
no secret that a home-and-home series in basketball is more
than on the doubtful list, it is now an almost certainty, and
the 'Cats front office is using the same excuse for football as
they are doing in basketball. I think it would be a shame to
drop this game both from the financial viewpoint as well as
from the grid rivalry viewpoint. This is the game some 30,000
football fans in the Greater Cincinnati area look forward to
every year. One thing is for certain, the Bearcats will never
draw these kind of crowds against any MVC teams.

Muskie partisans could easily
visualize Viviano dipping in the
charity toss which would l knot
the game and send it into overtime. .But it· was not to be.
.Instead, Bell had called Viviano
for charging, Bockhorn was to
convert one of tlie pair he
attempted, and Dayton was to
win 61-59.
Despite a four point lead at
half-time, the Muskies were
out-foxed by Tom Blackburn's
tactics, as the UD mentor
swiched to a zone defense that
had the XU squad confused for
the better part of the second
half. Main contribution to Xavier's fourth loss was the doubleteaming of Corney Freeman by
Dayton's Jimmy Palmer and Al
Sicking.
Sicldng's fine rebounding aided
the E'lyers in the win, as did
the outstanding floor game and
defensive pressure of Don. Lane.
The first half was all Xavier,
at least in statistics, but the
intermission ob\iiously· gave Dayton 1 time to gather forces. After
only 4: 50 of the second half,
Jimmy Palmer put, UD out in
front, 43-42, with a tip-in, and
started a five minute surge
which saw Dayton pile up a
nine point lead and hold XU
spellbound with their zone.
Freeman brought the Muskies
back to life with a pair of
fielders and a free throw to

p IlleO'

Smallest All-American Ever

n

narrow the gap. Dayton's home
"Smallest All-American Ever? Will he exceed his unpretown lad, Carmen Riazzi, then
cedented
performance of last season and walk off with the
began to click, . by matching
Freeman's trick, giving Dayton coveted All-Amerigan laurels?" These are the questions that·
a 53-51 lead. Freeman tipped are knotting up the iabyrinths of Xavier fans as they watch
Hank Stein's short fielder into Captain Jimmy Boothe hustling down the court.
the nets and it was even, but · .Last year this five-feet-seven
Riazzi stole a Xavier pass that man of basketball enscribed
But last season is last season,
put Dayton ahead for keeps 58-55. "Jim Boothe" on many of the and the cheering fan soon forStein added a fielder, bringing records of Xavier basketball. gets what has been and is only
Before the first month of the hurled into a dither by what
season was over, Niagara ac- is happening now. How is Jimclaimed this record holder of the my doing this season? It is sad
most assists in a single game, that so many of us take only a
the best in the Queen City hurried 1 glance at his dribbling,
Tournament. Not only did the foul-drawing, and play-making
little Kentuckian capture the and ask how does his point
All-QCIT- title, but the All-NIT average compare with last year's?
title as well. Nor was his national Thus far this season he has hit
fame too loudly heralded by 12.5 points a game, four points
the sports magazine of the behind last year's mark. When
nation. For at the end of the asked about this four point
1955-56 season, the record book drop, Jimmy hints that "aldidn't lie. With a _seasonal though I'm being defensed betaverage of 16.5 point a game, ter. than last year, more than
he was the first junior in the half of the season is remaining."
history of Xavier to compile And, if history is any indication
of what is to ·be in the present,·
462 points in one season.
Jimmy will increase last year's
average by four points.
the Muskies back to within one
AllNot only did Jimmy
point.
QCIT and All-NIT honors, but
Freeman rebounded X into for the last three years he's ·been
possession with only 20 seconds on the "Dean's team" with a
remammg, and after passing B-plus average. It would :be
the ball around the horn, John useless to ask Jimmy if he's an
Albrinck tried to put the wrap- Elvis Presley fan. For when he
per on the package with a retires from the "tump, tump,"
jumper from 15 feet along the of the. basketball court, he rebase line, ·but his tty rolled off.
Then came the clincher, with
X-nemesis Al Sicking, after being
fouled by Stein, converting both
tosses to put Dayton up by three.
This set the stage for Viviano,
but was too late for the Muskies,
and their NIT hopes were given
a setback.
Al Sicking
Helps Flyer Cause

wln

WINSTON
TASTES GOOD/./' :::'

laxes to Chopin's Fantaise-Impromptu, Opus 64 or Bach's
Toccata & Fugue in D Minor.
His fame might find its hereditary basis in his distant cousin,
the famous Sargeant York.
With a combination of his
tremendous record of last season and his performance this
season, flavored with the hereditary fame of Sargeant York,
Cai)tain Jimmy Booth is a sure
bet to become "The Smallest
All-American Ever!"

NOW THE FAMOUS

WINSTON

AS MINTIONID IN,

POsT

has the ansvver on flavor I

··No guesswork here! Your first puff will tell you, this filter
cigarette tastes like a cigarette! There's rich, full flavor here.
And a pure, snowy-white filter that does its job so well the
flavor really comes through to you. That's why Winston
is America's favorite filter spioke. Make it yours!

.. "'-All

mUPll'IPIZ
cul1TuP'li
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I, .I, llYNOLDI
TOMCCOCO.,

Smoke WINSTON ...el!ioy the snow-white filter in the cork-smooth tip!
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Bobcats Resume Series Rivalry Against Xavier

5traight Over Muskies
Boothe Attempting To Beco1ne
Smallest All-American Ever

PAGB FIYB

Ohio University Brings Winning Slate Into Game;
Hold Four Game Advantage Over Musketeers

X Among Leaders
Latest

statistics

show

the

Offense will be the key word tomorrow when two of the
Musketeers right in the
"Smallest All-American Ever? Will he exceed his unpre- nation's top scoring quintets face-off in the Fieldhouse. After Xavier
thick of things as far as statistics
cedented performance of last season and walk off with the several years lay-off, the Xavier Musketeers and the Ohio are concerned. The Muskies are
coveted All-American laurels?" These are the questions that University Bobcats resume their cage rivalry in what looks to currently in second place behind
are knotting up the iabyrinths of Xavier fans as they watch be one of the highest scoring games ever played on the Xavier Morehead State in the reboundcourt.
not be ready for the Xavier ing department, with · Corney
Captain Jimmy Boothe hustling down the court.
· .Last year this five-feet-seven
But last season is last season,
man of basketball enscribed
"Jim Boothe" on many of the and the cheering fan soon forrecords of Xavier basketball. gets what has been and is only
Before the first month of the hurled into a dither by what
season was over, Niagara ac- is happening now. How is Jimclaimed this record holder of the my doing this season? It is sad
most assists in a single game, that so many of us take only a
the best in the Queen City hurried 1 glance at his dribbling,
Tournament. Not only did the foul-drawing, and play-making
little Kentuckian capture the and ask how does his point
All-QCIT- title, but the All-NIT average compare with last year's?
title as well. Nor was his national Thus far this season he has hit
fame too loudly heralded by 12.5 points a game, four points
the sports magazine of the behind last year's mark. When
nation. For at the end of the asked about this four point
1955-56 season, the record book drop, Jimmy hints that "aldidn't lie. With a _seasonal though I'm being defensed betaverage of 16.5 point a game, ter. than last year, more than
he was the first junior in the half of the season is remaining."
history of Xavier to compile And, if history is any indication
of what is to ·be in the present,·
462 points in one season.
Jimmy will increase last year's
average by four points.
the Muskies back to within one
Not only did Jimmy wln Allpoint.
QCIT and AU-NIT honors, but
Freeman rebounded X into for the last three years he's ·been
possession with only 20 seconds on the "Dean's team" with a
remammg, and after passing B-plus average. It would •be
the ball around the horn, John useless to ask Jimmy if he's an
Albrinck tried to put the wrap- Elvis Presley fa'n. For when he
per on the package with a retires from the "tump, tump,"
jumper from 15 feet along the of the. basketball court, he rebase line, ·but his tty rolled off.
Then came the clincher, with
X-nemesis Al Sicking, after being
fouled by Stein, converting both
tosses to put Dayton up by three.
This set the stage for Viviano,
but was too late for the Muskies,
and their NIT hopes were given
a setback.

80-plus Average
Both teams are hitting at a
clip of over 80 points' a game,
with the Bobcats having the
scoring edge by virtue of their
86.5 average. At one time this
season, the Ohio quintet led the
nation with an average of over
90 points per game, but after
meeting several of their MidAmerican Conference foes, the
'Cats .have slid to their present
mark.
Bobcat Leader
Leading the pack of high
scoring 'Cats is Captain Fred
Moore, a 6-4 forward currently
scoring at a 17.5 clip, well above
his junio • year mark of 12.8.
So well balanced is the Ohio U.
lineup that four of the starters
are averaging better than 11.6.
Following Moore is fenter
Dave Scott, a 6-5¥2 sophomore
center with a 14.5 average,
closely followed by the 12 point
average . of 6-2¥2 gua1·d Don
Sifft. The only doubtful starter
in the OU lineup is forward Bob
Peters. Lost several games back
due ·to an injury, Peters may

game. If he isn't, the starting
forward assignment will probably go to John Tudor, a 6-1
junior letterman. Rounding out
the starting five will be Ohio's
littlest man at 5-11, sophomore
Bob Anderson, and if Peters
should start, Anderson will have
the distinction of being the only
starting Bobcat averaging. less
than 11 points a game.

Ohio will bring a 6-3 mark
into the game, holding wins
over Marietta, Case Tech, Ohio
Wesltlyan, Kent State, Austin
Peay, and Arizona State. Only
Marshall, East Tennessee, and
Morehead State have been able
to subdue the high scoring 'Cats.
In conference play, OU is currently in fourth place with a
1-2.,record behind ~iami.
Although it has been several
years since they last met the
Muskies, Ohio is no newcomer
to Xavier. They have met 22
previous times, with the Bobcats
holding a four-game edge in the
series, 13-9.

Freeman, the teams top scorer
with 182 points now in the top
ten nationally on the strength

of his 18.5 average per game.
Xavier also ranks number ten
in the country in the scoring
department with a 83.3 average.
They edged out Alabama for the
tenth slot, 'Barna having a 83.1
average.

IM Basketball Leaders
League I
Goody Ballers ............................
Volunteers ..................................
League II
'7-Crowns ....................................
Indians .. ....... ............. ..................

l·O

Z·O
3·0
2-0

League m
Little Boyas ............... ..... ..........
Chiefs ..........................................
Aces ..............................................
League IV
AU Stars ....................... ............ ...

3-0
Z·O
1-0
3·0

Bowling Standings

Corney Freeman

Team
Won Lost
Naptown 300 ................ 25
15
Four Studs .................... !2
17
KingPin Four .............. 20
19
Billtoppers .................. 19
!O
The Clan ...................... 16
23
Gin Bottle Four .......... 16
13

Among Rebound Leaders

•

THE '57 CHEVROLET ; • ; sweet, smooth and sassy!
'

•

It doesn't just look like it loves the roa~ clings to curves and
laughs at hills. That's the way it goes. Come on in and see
what it does for driving fun!

any mmilarity to
~ sports car -is
purely intentional I

It's not just a coincidence. that
Chevy handles and acts like a
sports car. Chevrolet engineers
planned it that way.
They set out to 'build a car that
would take to the road with crisp,
solid steering and quicksilver
responsiveness. A car with up to
245 h.p. • Come try it!

-

-

1 USA

·57

CHEVROLET

•special high-performance 270·h,P.
engine also available at extra cosL

laxes to Chopin's Fantaise-ImOpus 64 or Bach's
Toccata & Fugue in D Minor.
His fame might find its hereditary basis in his distant cousin,
the famous Sargeant York.
With a combination of his
tremendous record of last season and his performance this
season, flavored with the hereditary fame of Sargeant York,
Captain Jimmy Booth is a sure
bet to become "The Smallest
All-American Ever!"
promptu,

NOW THE FAMOUS
AS MINTIONID IN,
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The D"'f Store Clonft 2'o
Xc&trier Vntveni&V

.,

Hll Moatsomerr llGd
MElroee I-SHI

FASHION/':.

.l_D_ll_I~ -~~~- ~

BY

~

CHICO'S

<TOHN P. HALEY

ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
FOOD

Comment One-Just the Facts. The Cash Room of Logan
Hall provided the setting last Friday evening for what this
reporter thought to be a very enlightenin~ eveni~g.. The panel,
made up of the who':o who in the profess10~· ?f Jurisprudence,
was not only precise but also very entertammg.
The legal foursome made up of
Messers Sandman, Hover, and
Martin along with Rev. John R.
Conne;y, s.J., disc·ussed the thesis
of confessions and their importance. Judge Ralph B. Kohnen
served as the moderator.
I went away with the opinion
that everyone in the audience, as
well as the panel, had the Pugh
murder case in mind, 'yet not
once was this case directly cited.
One very interesting point was
that Col. Sandman, during his
outline on how a confession is
procured, did state that direct
deceit is used. Although Fr. Connery did condone the use of suggestion, he seemed to frown on
the idea of using deceit, to say
the least.
All in all, the evening proved
to be one of great interest and
very entertaining. The members
of the Natural Law Society are
to be commended on this venture.
It might also be well to carry
this program to the students, as
this discussion was primarily for
professional men.
Comment Two. A week in
Xavierland. The proudest man on
the campus last Monday morning
was Dr. Paul Harkins. He claims
full and absolute credit for Corny
Freeman's statement of "unconscious motivation" •.•• To Whom
it may Concern: Granted the
Hinkle Building would make a

...................
'
· Newl Eddie Fisher's

Souvenir
Record .from
"Coke Time·

2 Minutes From Xavier

••Jtw hil neckline1 on llidewaya,

3632 MONTGOMERY RD.

.
New York hu the waist ahoulder-hiah,
There's nothing like fuhion
To eool of your paalon I"
\
Be laughed ••• 'til be thought be would dltl

(One Block Soutb of Dalia)
IEffersoa 1-9388

grand investment, but Brockman
Hall has thr~e times as many
rooms t11nd possesses the same
qualifications and then some.
Comment Three-Truer words
were never spoken. In last week's
issue, Mr. Thomas Wack, moderator of 'rhe News, authored an
article urging students to write
in order to obtain i1)tegrity, not
only in the first year, but during
their entire undergraduate education. It might be well for all
students to. read and take heed
of this article. The question now
is, how many will?

P.S. Male knees in Bermuda
shorts can be pretty funny tool
Fat or slender, either gender, if
you like your pleasure BIG,
enjoy the real full ftavor, the
real satisfaction of a Cheaterfleld.
Packed more smoothly by
Accu·Ray, it's the smoothest
tasting smoke today.

-THE SH I RT

LAUNDRY
3616 Montgomery Road
EVANSTON
A Few Blocks North
Of The Dorms
Bachelor Seffice
Fluff Dry Bundles
4 HOUR. SERVICE

Smoke for

mJ •••

••le• Ch•lterffeld

S50 for every pbU09011hleel , . _ aeeepted for
publlcatloa. Cbtlterfttld, P.O. Bos II, New York
46,N.Y.
01Jnot1a 11

ToliueoCo

WHEN THE LUCKIES are gone, you've still got the
memory of some great smoking. You've also got a
. Slack Pack. Chin up, though, you can get more down
at the store-and every Lucky tastes like a million
bucks. That's because every Lucky is made of fine to.bacco-mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED
. to taste even better. Have you tried a Lucky lately?
It's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
WHAT IS A GERMAN CHEERLEADERt

WHAT IS A PUSH RUITI

WHAT IS A IOIClllSI' COIY NOOICt

WHAT II IUO lllllt

Rootin' 2'erdon
IOTH NAPll,
PIAHLIH AND HllNALL

l'M WALKING BEHIND YOU

WHAT IS A MEDIEVAL tANO.GIAllERt

2s~

: ........ ·,· ........ .
• VOURSTHl&•ASVWAVI

PurchWll! Coca-Coln at your favorite store and get the special
coupon for this offer on every
package. Fill it
in nnd mail it
with 25,. Your
record will be
sent to you
promptly , ••
"Bring home
•
the Cokel"

•

lolll•• ,;.d• llllloritr ol Tho C:--Coll ~, !If :

The Coca-Cola Bottlln1
Works Company
Claclnnatl, Oblo
'"C..•"t......................

•

Copy"-"',.. Tb• eoc..CQfe ~.
e •

o e e e e

t

I

Ill

Ill

•

'

I

e e e e ••

llAIOLI LIHo
U. OP Hlllll UIOfA

WHAT II A IAD Nn&Oflt

WHAT II AH UNWASHID HOIOt

,,.,.,.,v....,

•

•t-•

only

LUCILLI IUTTllllll,
COllllU.

to taste
better!

· LADY OF SPAIN
DOWN-HEARTED
WISH YOU WERE HERE
OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN
I'll HOLD YOU IN MY HEART
Standard RCA Victor extended play
45 rpm 7-lnch record-not available
In mualc

HAllYAID

''IT'S
TOASTED'1 ·

....................

•
•

JHll HALL.

I
I

CIGARETTES

PITll llAll,
11'AllPOID

IDWAll PllCI, Ill,
U. OP lllW llAllHlllH

&

IOlllTI lllllOU••
C.C.11.Y,

STUCK POI DOUOHt

~ START STICKUNGI

:::

·1.i

Luc k·1 es ' w~ -~~~~.~!lc~rwe
Taste Better ~a~
'

CL•AN8A 1 ~ABSH8R 1

SMOOTH8RI

print-and for hundrecU more that
never pt med! So •tart Sticldin,-

'em all with your name, addreee,
collqeanclclaeetol&ppy.Joe-Luc:Q,

Bo& 6~A, Mo1111t Veraoa. N. Y.
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Seifried Crit~eizes Catholic Press 'Party Line' Mentality In Letter
Calls For Positive Action
To Raise Moral Tone
Dear Sir:
Gilson has said in one of his
historical works that _.when one
reads a controversial article it is
always well to distinguish the
source of the controversy. It may
be found in the controversial
mind of the author or it may be
found in the controversial nature
of the subject matter of the ar. ticle. While admittedly what follows is probably controversial, it
is the hope of this writer that
the controversy lies in the subject matter and not in his mind.
After this rather defensive beginning, let us screw our courage
to the sticking point and proceed.
We are concerned, then, with
the current hue and cry over a
certain cinematic production that
portrays the seduction of a young
wife. It was condemned by the
Legion of Decency and apparently with reason. However, the
aftermath of this condemnation
is what frightens us.
For the past two. weeks Catholic periodicals could have been
picked · from all others on the
newsstands simply because they
contained at least one major comment, and often two, echoing the
indignant protest raised by the
Legion, e.g., America, Commonweal, the various diocesan papers,
etc. This, to me, is indicative of
"parrotism" and partyi'line mentality that is present in ~he socalled Cathoiic press and which
all thinking men must ~bhor.
We often refiect with depreciation upon the miraculous appearance In the Communist press of
sentiments equalln1 the current
Kremlhi "line," but dare we not
· face the fact that we, too, are
victims of the'party-llne mental- .
tty at times. This ls not to say
that the Legion ratings .should
not be promulgated, but must we
feature them and make tliem, to
all outward appearances, the sine
qua non for salvation?
Why can we see, so clearly,
that the moderns' preoccupation
with epistomology leads to the
de-humanizing effect and not see
that its contrary, the reliance on
"dogma" (please note the quotation marks) dpes the same? That
(Continued from Pa1e 1)
will be the headquarters for the
Mardi Gras. If extra books are
needed returns to be made, or
questio~s to be asked, Mardi
Gras committeemen will be
available.
Jay Jorling is general chair·
man and chairman of the executive committee; Dick Buschman
heads the raffle committee;
Frank Maher is in charge of
publicity; Tom Tremmel is caJ!lpus display committee chairman;
Tom Glen is Mardi Gras treasurer; Larry Mercer heads t~e
carnival committee; and .Jim
Steinbach is dance committee
chairman.

this very thing has begun .~n the
literary level is shown in Walter
Kerr's Criticism 'and Censorship
in which, according to Time, Dec.
24, 1956, Kerr has said, "the 'generally low taste' of U.S. Catholics . . . has been a minor scandal for quite a time now."
This is not to be taken as an

attack on the Legion of Decency. other Mencken. I contend that a
But rather it is the hope of the program that is negatively diwriter that it will open up new rected, as Is the Legion of De·
avenues of thought concerning cency, will accomplish little of
the low moral tone of "movies" lasting Importance. While we
in the United States.
may need it currently, the need
Now to mention a positive ap- is still more urgent for our Cath·
proach to the problem so that we olic people to produce legitimate
may not be looked upon as an- works of art that will supplant

the "celluloid trash" now being
exhibited. Granted that this Is
the more difficult thing to do,
yet it ls THE thing that must be
done if we are to "restore all
things in Christ."
Sincerely,
Stanley Seifried

MABLEY'S JANUARY CLEARANCI

TWO-TROUSER SUITS
ONE-TROUSER SUITS
ZIP-LINED TOPCOATS
USUALLY 75.00

NOW

63

.75
EACH

•NEW COLORS
• NEW PATTERNS
•NEW

snus

• FINE 9UALITY DOMESTIC
AND IMPORTED FABRICS

Men! ••• it is definitely to your advantage
io see these fine quality suits and coats.
They're all from our regular stock •••
marked down for thi1 January Clearance Su.

Only once a year can we offer sucft unusual

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*
LANDEN, LTD.
606 Yin• Sa.
rArkwar l·'IHI,

values ••. during January, when w~ must
clear our stocks. There are regulars,
shorts, longs, stouts. Come
in early today ••• you'll save!
MAILIY'S MEN'S CLOTHING

DID

e SICOND FLOOI

AT WESTERN HILLS PL.4U

Use Maltley's Preferred
Apparel Account
• 3 equ•I paymenll
• 3 months to ,.,

'
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Vets' Frolic

Petitions Seek
Change In Class
Gift For Seniors

At the January meeting of the
Vets' Club elections were held.
Dick Rauckhorst was elected
toastmaster; Paul Dumbacher,
committee chairman; Ra Ip h
Hogue, secretary; Bob Jetter,

Petitions have been and are
being circulated this . week
concerning a change m the
senior class gift. Several seniors have distributed thE'.se
petitions throughout th: senior
class in an effort to obtam a sufficient number of signatures to
warrent such a change.
The petition reads as follows:
"Dear Senior: This petition ts
being circulated to settle-in one
way or the other-the question of
the senior class gift.
Since many members of the
class of 1957 seem dissatisfi7d
with their being remembered m
the future by a pylon-monument
on Victory Parkway, it has been
suggested that the gift be changed.
The alternate choice considered
here is one which will certainly
benefit Xavier students in years
to come-a high fidelity .urit installed to replace the inadequate
player in the fine Arts Room,
and a record library to augment
the one now in use.
The equipment, which could
be engraved "Gift of the Class of
1957," would be of value to the
cultural education of Xavier students in the Fine Arts classes
which are bound to expand as
the University grows, and in the
recorded concerts recently revived by the Fine Arts Commit·
tee.
Please consider seriously, then
decide. Your signature will signify that you agree in general
with the ideas herein contained,
and that you would be in favor
of the change in the event that a
formal vote be taken."

treasurer, and Larry Lepping,
sergeant-at-arms.
Joe McCarthy's ·band will
provide the music for the Vets'
Club 3rd Annual Mid-Term
Frolic, Feb. 9, at Listermann's,
Spring Grove and Este Ave.
Tickets are now on sale.

WANTED
PART TIME MEN
Nobody Gave A Boot }'01· J. Paul Sheedy* 'fill
WiJdroot Cream-Oil Gave Him Confidence

The American Incon1e Life Insurance Company

"WI•• everybody avoid me so?" h-owlcd ). Paul. "Because you"re such a
ruffied old bird", replied his best buddy. Well that really opened Sheedy's
eyes. He took a taxi·dermist down to the store and pecked up a bottle
of Wildroot Cream-Oil. Now he's the picture of
confidence because he knows his hair always looks its
best from morning till night. So if people have been
hooting at y'our messy hair, scree~h for a bottle or
tube of Wildroot Cream-Oil. It's guaranteed to keep
your hair neat but nol greasy. And all the gals will go
out of their way to beak to you.
'*of 13 l So. Harris Hill Rd., Williamwille, N. Y.

Wlldroot Cream-Oil

can use 5 or 6 men in the Cincinnati area. Must
he over 21 and have a car. Training and leads
furnished.

If inte1·ested contact
L. M. Lowe, 104 West 4th St., Room 403-404

-

~----i

or plione DUnbar 1-5577 for interview.

gives you confidence

Homecoming Net
Income Announced
At this week's Student
Council meeting the 1956
Homecoming chairman, Austen Luckett, gave a final report on the Homecoming
week-end. Total net income was
$2,093.53 Ed Sajewski, president,
thanked Luckett for a job well
done. Council appointed Jerry
Welsch 1957 Homecoming chairman.
The report of the committee
which looked into the $171.50
loss of the Sophomore Class
Dance was read by Bill Sena.
It was felt that the dance was
held at an inopportune time.
The suggestion was made that
the Xavier-Louisville game on
Feb. 16 be a Migration Day
sponsored by Counq,il. faformation concerning this migration
will be released later.
i

(Continued from Page 1)
Cooperation Administration; Mr.
Alexander H. Chapman, assistant
to the vice-president of the Arabian American Oil Co.; Dr. Lewis
V. Thomas of the Department of
Oriental Studies, Princeton University; and Dr. Sidney N:"Fisher,
professor of History at Ohio State
University.
"Consequences of the Middle
East Crisis on Defense Pacts"
will be the topic of discussion of
Mr. Charles A. Sullivan, director
of the Office of Special International Affairs, Department of
Defense; Dr. Herrick B. Young,
president of Western College for
Women, Oxford, Ohio; Dr. H3rold Vinacke, professor of political
science, University of Cincinnati;
and Donald J. Gonzales, chief
United Press diplomatic correspondent in Washington, D.C.
Additional information, or reservations can be obtained at the
Cincinnati Council on World Af·
fairs office, 233 E. Fourth St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

-

Burroughs Sales Representatives
enjoy the pleasures of success early
Your career's off to a fast start-the rewards
of success are yours early-as a Burroughs
Sales Representative.

rcc>urse, most of these client contacts are at the
,management level.
~.

l

You'll take pride in representing such a top
"name" company, too, as you make day-by··
day business contacts with high-level execu- ·
tives. You'll be a systems counselor-with a
company that's a leading producer of business
machines, electronic computers, data processing systems and other electronic equipment for
business, government, industry and defense.
As a Burroughs Sales Representative, you'll
be paid while receiving thorough training
designed to equip you fully for your career
ahead. Your training is continuous, too-for
you'll be kept up to date always on the latest
developments and techniques required for top
performance.

After your formal training and some experi·
ence under the guidance of experts, you'll be
ready to go on your own, analyzing your
clients' special needs, recommending appro·
priate systems, and implementing them with
the necessary Burroughs equipment. And, of

~·

And here's a "plus" benefit. Burroughs
Corporation has offices in all principal cities of
the United States and Canada and you can
select the area in which you want to work.

' Your income potential as a Burroughs Representative will be outstanding; general company
benefits are-the finest. Why not find out now
how yol!- might fit into this success picture?
FREE BOOKLET: For more details on just
how unlimited your career as a Burroughs Sales
Representative can be, write for our new career
booklet today.
Ken T. Bement
General Sales Manager
Burroughs Division

BURROUGHS
CORPORATION
Detroit 32, Michigan

,
,!

